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MLRead@bsu.eduWhy is searching valuable?
 Find what you’re looking for
 Empower your audience to do more than just 
browse
 Opening resources to wider audience
 OAI
 Google
 Organize the collection How to make oral histories 
searchable?
 Transcripts  MetadataTranscripts
 Planning
1. Choose to transcribe
2. Choose your transcribers
3. Choose your toolsChoose to Transcribe
 Advantages of Full-Text Transcripts
 Access
 Searchability
 Hearing/Visually impaired
 Ease
 Assessing relevance
 Understanding speakers
 Preservation
 Backup of audio information…or Not to Transcribe
 Other options
 Abstracts
 Indexes
 Audio only
 What to do with existing transcripts?
 Scan?
 OCR?
 Retype?Choose Your Transcribers
 In-House
Pros:
 Quality control
 Train transcribers
 Access to verification 
resources
Cons:
 Time
 Staff 
 Training
 Commercial Service
Pros:
 Time
 Experience
Cons:
 Little/no quality control
 Cost
 Lack of subject/term 
knowledge
 Paperwork/Oversight 
neededChoose your tools
 OCR Software
 Scanners
 Voice Recognition Software
 Transcription Software
 Express Scribe 
 Start Stop
 Windows Media Player
 USB Foot Pedal
 What we chose 
 Transcription Software: Express ScribeGetting Started
 Decisions
 Format and Style
 Baylor Guide
 What to leave in, what to take out
 Privacy
 Speech patterns and variations
 Editorial comments
 Time Codes
 Names List
 Equipment (Software, Headphones, Foot pedals) Training
 Who should transcribe? Who should edit?
 Training should provide:
 Instructional materials (style guide, wiki)
 Dos and don’ts
 FAQs
 Background information on interviews
 Demonstration of equipment
 Tips
 If possible, gather in one place at one time
 Make it hands on – let them practice 
 Keep it simpleWork Flow
 Splitting tasks 
 Transcribe
 Edit
 Quality Control
 Package and Finalize
 Evaluating Progress
 Documenting Progress
 Shared spreadsheets
 WikiPresentation 
 Transcript format
 Arrangement in CONTENTdm
 Separate items rather than compound object
 Custom thumbnails
 Linking to get audio and transcript together
 Presentation and searchabilityMetadata
 Structured description (unlike transcripts)
 Functions of metadata
 Find 
 Identify
 Select 
 Obtain
 Dublin Core
 Sources of InformationMetadata: Planning
 Who will create metadata?
 When should you create metadata?
 What level of metadata?
 What Dublin Core elements will you use?
 How will you label those fields?
 Our fields…Lessons Learned
 Prepare collections
 TIME!!!
 PEOPLE!!!
 Name list
 Subject headings